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Agual-II
■ ~3 Earth-Masses
■ Modern Earth-style Plate Tectonics?
■ Thick Atmosphere

! CO2 , O2 , H2O in composition

! Available light is on the red/infrared end of the 
spectrum

*This image is not mine, it was taken from NASA (https://exoplanets.nasa.gov/), I just couldn’t get away with not having a stock picture of a planet.

https://exoplanets.nasa.gov/


Agual-II
■ ~3 Earth-Masses
■ Modern Earth-style 

Plate Tectonics?
■ Thick Atmosphere

! CO2 , O2 , H2O in 
composition

! Available light is on 
the red/infrared end 
of the spectrum



Agual-II
■ Large Greenhouse 

Effect
! Extreme trapping of 

heat near-uniformly 
warms the planet

! Minimal 
ocean/atmospheric 
currents

! Nutrient upwelling is 
minimal



Challenges on Agual-II
■ Lack of light/low energy wavelengths

! Reduced metabolic activity
! Maximization of light capture

■ Near-uniform warming of the planet
! Reduced circulation/movement of ocean and atmosphere
! Nutrient exchange challenges in ocean

■ Large Mass
! Weight support out of water is difficult
! Most life is submerged in water and needs to remain buoyant



Trifurcian Physiology
Tricambium
! Creates 

Pseudophloem

Agual Cells
! Some secondary thickening
! Transports nutrients from roots
! Alive on maturity

Pseudophloem
! Main structural support 

(secondarily thickened)
! Dead on maturity
! Transport sugars from leaves to 

the rest of the plant.

Dermal Cells
! Extensive secondary thickening 

in most species.
! Highly modified for other 

purposes (photosynthesis, 
producing retractor cells, etc.)

! Outer most layer is dead on 
maturity (forms the epidermis)

! Photosynthesis is Amarian-style

Lateral Cambium
! Creates Dermal and agual

cells

Epidermis
! Fully mature dermal cells



Trifurcian Globulangia

Main Trifurcation

Gamete Branch
Male “pollen” (2n)
“Ovaries” (1n)
Nectar nodule
Pseudosepal
Main Branch

Globule Branch
Main branch
Modified leaf



Tophia robustus

Young T. robustus stem

■ Terrestrial shrub/tree
! Extensive forests
! Poorly drained areas
! Controlled branch ordering

■ Leaf Structure
! Fusion of leaves, no self-

overtopping
! Generates secondary 

metabolites and viscous 
fluids (anti-herbivory?) 0.1 cm

Epidermis
Dermal Cells
Lateral Cambium
Agual Cells
Pseudophloem
Tricambium

1 m



Tophia robustus

Left to Right:
1. Maturing, fertilized ♀

globulangia
2. Unfertilized ♀ globulangia
3. ♂ globulangia

■ Reproduction
! Dioecious & sporophyte dominant
! “Pollen” dispersed by “animals”
! Individual mature globulangia

“fruits” dispersed passively by 
water in the swamp

! Development occurs in respons to 
light? (gap detection?)

1 m

Young T. robustus stem

10 cm



Moshe serpantus
■ Morphology/Physiology

! Vine morphology
! Parasitizes leaves of T. robustus
! Leaves do not grow until 

maturation of the plant
! Anisotomous banching
! Modified roots and allelopathy 

for remaining attached and 
extracting sugars/nutrients

! Reduced thickening in dermal 
and pseudophloem.

1 m

Mature M. serpantus plant 
(beginning to develop globulangia)

10 cm



Moshe serpantus
■ Reproduction/Development

! Sporophyte Dominant
! Relatively quick life cycle (<5 yr)
! Pollination by different species of 

xenozoans (possible coevolution?)
! Zygote-propagules stored and mature in 

the globule bubble. Delayed meiosis 
allows for increased genetic variation in 
offspring.

! Maintained at elevated air pressure 
and dispersed by “popping” the bubble 
at maturity.

Unfertilized ♀
globulangia

1 cm



Lillius beifongii
■ Biology/Ecology

! Tricambium, although less 
thickened tissues.

! Large planktonic “lily-pad”
! Upper stem captures light and 

remains afloat through modified 
globulangia

! Lower stem is more rigid and 
contains a framework of roots 
and appendules for capturing 
nutrients and the ocassional
small xenozoan.

Infertile Lillius beifongii

2 m



Lillius beifongii
■ Appendules

! Adhesion Cell
! Retractor Cell
! Digesting Cavity
! Capturing food particles for nutrients

■ Reproduction
! Sporophyte dominant plant
! Cone-like pseudosepal captures airborne 

pollen.
! Globulangia expand and are less dense than 

atmosphere at full maturity for easy airborne 
dispersal.

! After fertilization a whispy modified 
pseudosepal is use dto further facilitate 
airborne dispersal.

0.1 mm

1 cm



Suspensora
suspensoria

■ Morphology/Physiology
! Remains attached to sediment 

interface
! Modified flexible dermal cells 

and lateral cambium needed to 
tolerate tidal action

! Modified appendules for 
anchoring

! High concentrations of oily 
compounds 

! Active modulation of internal 
vasculature to avoid/mitigate 
parasitism by Inconspicuousi
rosei

0.1 mm

2 m



Inconspicuousi rosei
■ Obligate Ectoparasite

! True leaves non-existent
! Interfaces with vasculature of 

■ Appendules
! Heavily modified
! Dermal cells can release 

potent acids.
! Disintegration of dermal layer 

in some portions allow for 
direct interfacing with host.

1 cm

1 cm



Inconspicuousi rosei
■ Reproduction/Development

! Unisexual globules with time 
delay between sexes

! Globulangia passive 
disperse microspores and 
zygote

! Due to lack of access of 
supplementary resources, 
upper growth rates are lower 
compared to other 
ectoparasites

1 cm

1 cm



Planarician Physiology
Exovasc Tissue
! Transport materials towards the 

tips of the leaves
! Relatively indiscriminant in 

transport.

Pseudodermal Cells
! Functions nearly identical as dermis in 

Trifurica, (providing a flexible platform 
for adding other functions to tissues).

! Photosynthesis involves enzyme-27 (not 
Amarian-style)

! Derived from cylindrical cambium
! Contians silica infused polymers which 

provide structural support to tissues

Cylindircal Cambium
! Generates the 

pseudodermal cells

Epidermis
! Outermost pseudodermal cells

Endovasc Tissue
! Transport materials away from 

the tips of the leaves
! Relatively indiscriminant in 

transport.

Binary Cambium
! Generates the endovasc

and exovasc cells



Planarius beifongii
■ Morphology/Phsiology

! Behaves like an unattached 
suspended web.

! Utilizes hollow junction 
nodules to remain afloat (not 
homologous to globulangia)

! Limited “pseudo-appendule” 
structures at the based of 
the junction nodules for 
nutrient exchange(?)

! Isotomous bifurcating 
structure

! Uses a different 
photosynthetic pathway 
(isolation of enzyme 27)

1 cm

P. beifongii leaf (Holotype)



Planarius beifongii
■ Opportunistic grower living in 

remaining gaps of the canopy.
■ Silica infused layer reduces 

mechanical damage by 
herbivores, while also providing 
a support structure.
■ Body separated into vegetative 

diploid and haploid 
gametophyte olivas

0.1 mm

Both scale bars are 1cm long.

2 cm



Planarius beifongii
Distinct reproductive strategy:

1. Small olivas detect one another 
through magnetic fields

2. Fusion of olivas
3. Exchange of genetic material
4. Growth of vegetative body
5. Vegetative body supplies nutrients 

toparent olivas
6. Parent olivas (still 1n) mitotically grow 

generating new olivas carrying 
exchanged genetic material

0.1 mm

Both scale bars are 1cm long.

2 cm

4
6



Planarius simplex
■ Small Epiphyte growing on other 

larger aquatic plants
! Parasite? Mutualist?

■ Very simple body
! Reduced silica-polymer
! Lacks any sort of overt 

reproductive organs
■ Unusual Nitrogen Fixing Abilities

! Compensating for lack of access 
to nutrients in water column?

! Mutualism with host plant

1 cm



Tentative Phylogeny
■ Parsimony based on 

morphological characters
■ Definitive separation of 

Planaricia and Trifurica

■ Long branch attraction of T. 
robustus influencing 
placement within Trifurcia?

■ Relationships within 
Trifurica plagued with 
homoplasy?

Planarius beifongii

Xenozoa (native “animals”)
Planarius simplex

Suspensora suspensoria
Lillius beifongii
Moshe serpantus
Tophia robustus

Inconspicuousi rosei

Trifurcia

Planaricia
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The following is a technical summary generated by the United Space Exploratory 
Expedition (USEE), for the 2137 treatise by: 

 Beifong, T., Hadidez-Smithsom K. A., Mǎ Y. L., Ramíquez J. P., Greenhaya M. L., Puseyi J. 
W., Chen Y. Y., Milyokhina J., Lesliei B. M., Amaria, S. X., Rutha-Naidoo, A. & Burdoa, A. A.. 

 
A Brief Description of Agual-II 

 
Aguala-II is an unusual planet with a relatively large mass compared to that of Earth (~3x 

larger). The large mass is associated with a thick and dense atmosphere of approximately Earth-
like composition, however slightly less oxygen. The thick atmosphere houses a large greenhouse 
effect that essentially homogenizes most of the planet’s temperature to a near constant ~15°C 
during days and ~12°C during the night while simultaneously creating relatively shaded surface. 
The light penetrating the surface is mostly in the lower energy of the light spectrum dominated by 
orange-red and infrared which has subsequently impacted the optimal wavelengths for plants. The 
low amounts of light and lower energy wavelengths create gradients of lower energy yields for 
photosynthesis compared to modern Earth which essentially drives down metabolic processes and 
causes maximal light capture to be favored. Furthermore, a large greenhouse effect means that the 
relatively uniform warming of the planet reduces the temperature gradients reducing atmospheric 
currents and strength slowing down deep-water circulation as well as atmospheric circulation, thus 
nutrients from off the continent shelf are relatively restricted, reducing nutrient availability to 
marine plants and further decreasing metabolic activity. 

The large gravitational force on the planet also seems to have severely impeded 
terrestrialization with most large bodied organisms inhabiting the water where support challenge 
is primarily in staying near the surface of the ocean in order to gain access to light while 
simultaneously allowing buoyant forces to support the rest of the weight. Therefore, remaining 
afloat or supported by something that is imperative for most taxa. The few terrestrial species most 
maintain a durable and stout architecture unless they remain relatively small bodied.  

The planet itself is also home to an independent evolution of animal like creatures the 
Xenozoa, which can vary in size from large filter feeders to small crustacean like creatures in 
water, however terrestrial species are limited in size to be smaller organisms due to the 
aforementioned weight constraints. 
 

Tophia robustus 
 

Clade: Trifurcia   (Beifong et al. 2131) 
Family: Thophiacea   (Beifong et al. 2131) 
Species: Tophia robustus (Beifong et al. 2131) 
 
Gross Physiology  
 

Like other members of Trifurcia, Tophia robustus has three-point radial symmetric 
vasculature which fundamentally shapes the bodily structures and physiology. Inspections of the 
cross section of several initial specimens has provided great insight regarding their physiology. 
The stem itself is divided into two distinct portions that were initially described as the “inner 
cortex” and “vascular cortex” by Beifong and others (2131). The first of these is an inner which is 
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broadly arranged in a three-
pronged, radially 
symmetric fashion (see fig. 
1). The “inner cortex” has 
characteristics similar to 
that of vascular cambium in 
Tracheophytes, this layer 
although initially described 
as the “inner cambium” by 
Beifong and others 
(Beifong et al. 2131), will 
be referred to as the 
Tricambium in recognition 
of the proposed 
phylogenetic relationship 
(this report) of T. robustus 
within Trifurcia. The three-part radially symmetric nature of this cambium, as in other members 
of Trifurica, shapes other aspects of the organism’s morphology and physiology to also be in a 
trifurcating manner. Although direct in-vivo observations are lacking for this particular species, 
analyses of the cross-sections suggest that the Tricambium is directly responsible for the 
generation of the surrounding layer noted as the Pseudophloem contributing to lateral growth of 
the organism. These cells subsequently mature as they reach further towards the lateral margin, 
where they secondarily thicken, deposit an additional cell wall and subsequently die. These cells 
primarily function in transportation of material from the leaves of the plant. Furthermore, the 
secondary thickening of these cells suggests a supportive role for this set of tissues, which is 
corroborated by preliminary explorations of the mechanical properties of these tissues in mature 
plants (Ramíquez & Mǎ 2132). Both the Tricambium and Pseudophloem constitute as the inner 
“steele” of Tophia as well as other members of Trifurcia in general. 

Surrounding the “inner cortex” is the “vascular cortex” of the plants (sensu Beifong et al. 
2131). This “cortex” is made of primarily three layers of cells. Although original interpreted as 
being interpreted as being composed of two layers of vascular tissue surrounded by an epidermis 
(Beifong et al., 2131), our work concludes that the only the inner most agual-layer serves in 
conduction, and in T. robustus is used primarily for transport of water and nutrients from the 
rooting structure and is secondarily thickened and alive upon maturity. Although these cells are 
alive on maturity, tests utilizing isotopes of deuterium (2H) and 18O indicate that cellular activity 
is greatly reduced to minimal levels. In fact, induced death of the most mature cells yields almost 
no immediate fitness cost to mature individuals (Beifong & Hadidez-Smithsom 2131), and recent 
experiments only suggest that these tissues are needed alive to serve some cohesive function (this 
work) as well as continuously supply necessary water to the inner cortex through the direct 
interface of some of the agual cells with the inner tricambium. The outer, dermal layer of cells is 
composed of thickened living ground tissue that increasingly thickens towards laterally before 
death at which it serves as an epidermis for the T. robustus, which in the trunk of a mature 
individual creates a rather impenetrable layer of tissue protecting the plant from potential 
herbivores. This layer is continuously thickened, as later growth continues with individuals 
continuously adding an interwoven matrix of cell walls creating with no obvious upper limit in 
terms of the number of layers utilized, (one adult specimen had eight distinct cell walls in a fully 

Fig. 2. Young T. robustus 
stem, this is a good 
example of classic 
Trifurcian vascular 
anatomy.  

0.1 cm 

Epidermis 
Dermal Cells 
Lateral Cambium 
Agual Cells 
Pseudophloem 
Tricambium 
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mature dermal cell (epidermal cell). Although sometimes used in osmotic regulation, the central 
layer is a distinct cambium layer which given work with Lillius beifongii is now interpreted to be 
homologous with its lateral cambium, which is responsible for generating both the dermal layer 
and the agual-layer. 
 This basic anatomy as shown in fig. 1 is visible throughout the entire throughout the entire 
body of the organism with the exception of the rooting structure and leaves which modify them 
separately. The initiation of a leaf corresponds to the abandoning of the three-pronged tricambium 
into a radially symmetrical layer (only in mature plants) where the dermal layer becomes co-opted 
for photosynthesis, and expression of the creation of new cell walls is not expressed. The flattening 
of the structure seems to be driven primarily by cues in light (Hadidez-Smithson 2132),and can 
integrate and fuse with other nearby leaves of the same individual. Strict timing of trifurcations in 
the branches create a scenario along with the fusion of leaf creates no significant overtopping of 
leaves of a single individual and a near continuous sheet of photosynthetic material exposed to 
light capturing the minimal amounts of radiation that reach this portion of the atmosphere. 
Photosynthesis here is Amarian-style, utilizing Amaria’s pigment protein that specializes in 
capturing light between 0.7 to 0.5 µm, which also firmly places this group within Trifurcia The 
leaves themselves are notable in that portions of the agual tissues (as well as the dermal tissues in 
smaller concentrations) contain a rather viscous noxious smelling fluid. Mǎ and Ramíquez (2132) 
noted that the xenozoan Xenodrosophila randii which is frequently found in association with T. 
robustus is repelled by this substance when concentrations are rather elevated implying some sort 
of herbivore defense system. Additionally, Mǎ and Ramíquez (2132) have noted the presence of 
small specialized clumps of cells in certain specimens which extrude some-yet to be identified 
secondary compounds in high concentrations. The exact nature of these compounds is unknown 
but it is hypothesized that these are in response to herbivory by the aforementioned X. randii, but 
physical trauma to plants does not seem to activate these particular cells which sheds doubt on this 
hypothesis. 

The rooting system of the plant is relatively shallow and laterally extensive with the dermal 
layer modified to have minimal-to-no secondary thickening of the dermal layer in second-order 
and greater roots, however unlike the leaves, the roots still retain their “classical” three-pronged 
tricambium structure in all orders of root branching. 
  
Gross Morphology 
 
 The body plan of T. robusts is a combination of a tree with a shrub (see fig. 2). The plant 
has a primary short and squat trunk ranging in height from 1 to 2m between the first root and first 
branching trifurcations although one specimen was notable in reaching a height of  3.22m. 
Diameter at the base was consistently upwards of 1.5m, which tapered to about 1m by the first 
trifurcation. This very squat body shape is utilized to support a series of isotomous trifurcating 
branches which correspond to extensions of the different corners of the tricambium, with what 
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appears to be endogenous branching. 
Curiously enough, there are exactly three 
orders of branching within all of the full 
sized (presumably adult) individuals. 
Individuals that have less than three orders 
of branching still retain their three-armed 
tricambium in leaf tissue unlike in mature 
individuals which have a reduced radially 
symmetric tricambium in their leaf tissues. 
The end of this tissue grows laterally 
dramatically in this portion, flattening the 
area to generate a homogenous sheet in 
which photosynthesis can occur. 
Furthermore, preliminary evidence 
suggests that apical growth is very different 

compared to Earth plants with the leading hypotheses being that all branches are retained 
throughout life (Abernatha & Beifong 2133). Leaf tissue also derives modifies the dermal layer to 
produce cells which show demonstrate moderate phototaxic behavior as well as protiens 
responsible for Amarian-style photosynthetic pathways, providing strong evidence confirming 
their function as light capturing organs. Furthermore, lateral growth is very sensitive to light, in 
that amongst observations of 152 individuals, not a single one was shown to have an instance of 
over topping of these planar leaves. 
 
Reproduction/Development 
 
 Although reproduction has been only 
partially observed, the reproductive structures 
(globulangia, sensu Beifong et al. 2131) of 
these plants are born on the apex of the leaf 
and thus are surrounded by the leaves (see fig. 
3.). The apex then branches into another 
trifurcation which then forms the globulangia 
proper. Two of the branches (the globule-
branches, sensu Beifong et al. 2131) remain 
partially fused to the third, with growth of 
modified leaf tissue. The modified leaf tissue 
of these two branches create a completely 
encased air-tight “bubble” around the junction 
of the trifurcation. The third branch (the 
gamete-branch) extends outwards and emerges from the bubble where it creates a separate 
modified leaf. This modified leaf functions as a sepal (this will be referred to as a pseudosepal) 
and based on the presence of differentiated colors compared to other portions of the plant, it can 
be concluded that this serves as an attractant for potential animal pollinators. Extending from the 
“leaf” is the continued gamete-branch which bears reproductive structures along its end. The plant 
is dioceious with males having diploid pollen like particles generated at the apex in unorganized 
clusters. Female plants modify the apex of the gamete-branch, where it generates a sticky like 

1 m 

fig. 2. Interpretive drawing of a subadult Tophia 
robustus based on infrared images taken by probe 
USEE-Beagle-4. Background removed for clarity. 

fig. 3. Interpretive drawings of T. robustus 
reproductive structures at various points of 
development. Left to Right: maturing, fertilized 
female globulangia; unfertilized female 
globulangia, mature male globulangia 

10 cm 
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substance, which appears to capture pollen. Based on a handful of dissections, some sort of 
siphonogamy occurs, where captured pollen can subsequently reach some sort of ovary-like 
structure of the plant located at the base of the gamete-branch at the junction with its associated 
pseudosepal. A single ovary-like structure is present. Additionally, in both male and female 
flowers, the junction of the pseudosepal with the apex portion of the gamete-branch bears multiple 
nodules which secrete sugar-filled liquid.  
 Analysis of chromatoids indicates that each individual contains two separate copies of 
genetic material, separated in two distinct nuclei within the cell. Search of other members of the 
flora have failed to find any significant gametophyte phase, and thus reproduction appears to be 
akin to Earth Spermatophytes. Analysis of chromatoids indicates that each individual contains two 
separate copies of genetic material, separated in two distinct nuclei within the cell. Search of other 
members of the flora have failed to find any significant gametophyte phase, and thus reproduction 
appears to be akin to Earth Spermatophytes. 
 Although continuous observations are limited, it is inferred that following pollination, the 
pseudosepal subsequently withers, and maturation of the globulangia occurs where the two 
globule-branches swell in size expanding the radius of the globulangia to become much more 
rounded. This is accompanied with minimal secondary thickening of the dermal layer, and 
subsequent death of all tissues of these modified leaves with the exception of dermal tissue. 
Specimens immediately after maturation are lacking, but the connection with the parent plant 
appears to decay completely allowing for the globulangia “fruits” to fall from the parent plant. 
And roll off the parent into the swamp itself. Individual globulangia have been recovered from the 
underlying swamp floor, and transportation seems to be exclusively governed by passive transport 
via water. 

Germination of Tophia robustus has also remained largely unobserved but, some rough 
comparisons of canopy gaps compared to non-gap areas indicate that there is a heightened density 
of “burst” globulangia and associated seedlings of the T. robustus. This suggests that some sort of 
sensory ability is retained by the globulangia (perhaps the dermal cells?) which can control precise 
germination of the plant. 
 
Ecology 
 

T. robusts was found primarily in poorly drained areas with other tracheoplanarians. Here 
it forms nearly complete canopy coverage where individuals minimize contact and overlap in order 
to maximize exposure, this creates a dark understory which is depauperate in its flora. This 
generates entire forests which are nearly monoculture as their broad extents provides them an 
advantage in intense light competition. Thus, evolution of non-overtopping and extensive leaves 
appears to have created a positive feedback loop in evolution, where severely limited light created 
structures in the plant which reduced canopy light penetration (no self-overtopping and very 
controlled branching) and so-forth. This is also evident with a host of other parasitic symbioses 
noted with other Trifurcians including Moshe serpantus and M. polkus which appear to utilize this 
plant as physical support in order to gain access to light. Given that the plant itself exists for the 
most part out of water, weight support is crucial for the plant as evident by multiple different 
tissues of the plant being secondarily thickened. Most notable of these is the pseudophloem which 
with its triangular structure provides excellent structural support to the plant. Although the 
pollination processes has been poorly studied, these plants appear to have evolved a mutualism 
with members of tricopterozoa (an order of small winged xenozoans) with Tophia robustus 
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providing nectar through the nodules on the gamete-branches in exchange for transportation of 
pollen from male plants to female plants. The lack of large terrestrial xenozoans appears to have 
inhibited the evolution of “animal” mediated dispersal mechanisms in these terrestrial organisms. 
Which instead have opted for passive water-based dispersal. Additionally, the presence of viscous 
secretions in the leaves, and though secondary thickening of the dermal layers in the trunk, these 
plants seem to be relatively impervious to herbivory by the relatively small herbivorous xenozoans 
often found in association, and thus signs of herbivory seems to be localized on smaller individuals, 
and relatively rare overall with leaves showing evidence of secondary healing. Along with almost 
all organisms found on the planet, the metabolism of T. robustus is extraordinarily slow compared 
to Earth standards, and hence why observations of reproductive ecology, growth and development 
have been lacking despite over 3 orbits worth of research. 

Due to the planets reduced seasonality, no phenological differences have been observed in 
the T. robustus’ biology. Additionally, given gross estimates using metabolic scaling principles, 
initial estimates of lifespans of this particular plant place it to be within the range of ~2000 Earth 
Years (817 – 5069 as 90% confidence interval using relationships described in Blackson et al. 
2119, note that this is ~5500 planet orbital cycles/years) which is in concordance with the lack of 
observations regarding lifecycle progression. 
 

Moshe serpantus 
 
Clade: Trifurcia   (Beifong et al. 2131) 
Family: Parasitaceae  (Greenhaya & Beifong 2133) 
Genus: Moshe   (Greenhaya & Beifong 2133) 
Species: Moshe serpantus  (sp. nov.) 
 
Gross Physiology 
 

Moshe serpantus’ internal physiology is nearly identical to that of T. robustus with the 
exception of reduced secondary thickening and growth of additional cell walls of the outer dermal 
layer providing the body more flexibility compared to that of T. robustus, and some level of 
photosynthetic activity across the entire stem of the plant (albeit, much more reduced compared to 
dedicated leaf tissue, Greenhaya & Beifong 2133). Additionally, the agual layer and the 
pseudophloem cells are also thickened to a much lesser extent than those of T. robustus. Thus, 
although support is provided mainly through the pseudophloem layer similar to T. robustus, the 
structural support is relatively reduced in importance given the dependence on physical support 
from its host plants. Conduction of nutrients from the rooting system is transported also through 
the agual cells, while sugar is transported through the pseudophloem as in T. robustus. 
Transportation rates are also remarkably high for this organism which seems to be associated with 
its higher growth rate and weedy, vine-like growth habit. The organism also implements Amarian-
style photosynthesis. 
 What separates M. serpantus (and other members of Parasitaceae) from other Trifurcians 
is a finer controlling of branching and rooting structures. While taxa such as Thophiacea are noted 
for having isotomous branching schemes for most of the plant’s junctions, Parasitaceae is notable 
for regularly employing anisotomous branching where one of the three trifurcations remains the 
same size and continues the stem of the plant. The other two are able to differentiate and form leaf 
structures. Additionally, members of this genus employ adventitious rooting structures throughout 
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the body in addition to the primary roots which develop 
at germination. These rooting structures are notable in 
having modified cells in their dermal layer that extrude 
acidic secondary metabolites. Exposing these 
secondary metabolites to healthy leaf tissue of Tophia 
robustus induces some decay of the outer most dermal 
tissue, suggesting a form of allelopathy. Limited 
isotope tracer experiments (see Beifong & Hadidez-
Smithsom 2131) suggest that this allows for uptake of 
nutrients from host Tophia tissues, confirming initial 
suspicions of the parasitic relationship of this genus on 
T. robustus (Greenhaya & Beifong 2131).  
  
Gross morphology 
 
 The morphology of M. serpantus is 
significantly less organized but more complex than that 
of T. robustus in that instead of a strict isotomous 
trichotomous branching system, this plant forms a vine-
like body that tends to encrust individual T. robustus. 
Total length seems to be indeterminant, however most 
individuals are within 2 meters of total length, with 
leaves in tear-drop shapped with a long axis ~10cm 
long. A mixture of istomous and anisotomous branching is used. In the anisotomous branching the 
primary stem of the vine remains at a nearly constant diameter of 1.5cm while the small other two 
branches continue to form draping leaf like structures with. Little structural integrity. The 
extension of photosynthetic material is completely dependent on the physical structure of a T. 
robustus canopy and this suggests a close evolutionary relationship between M. serpantus and T. 
robustus. This is in concordance with a tight evolutionary arms race for light amongst these 
organisms. 

 
Reproduction/Development 
 

Studies of the chromatoids indicate that this is the sporophyte/diploid form of the plant. 
Like in Tophia robustus, globulangia are born on the main axis of leaves, and form into “bubble” 
like structures with the differentiation of the gamete and globule branches. Furthermore, 
pollination appears to occur in a similar manner, and plants are dioecious with two separate 
individuals for the different sexes. The globulangia are rather large in proportion to the amount of 
area covered by the leaves of the plant when compared to the globulangia of Tophia as well as 
most other Trifurcians. As in Tophia robustus the gamete-branch’s modified leaf is in the style 
reminiscent of a flower’s sepal which completely surrounds the central axis. However, the 
“flowers” of the genus Moshe are notable for being remarkably more variable compared to those 
of T. robustus. Due to the greenhouse experiments done by Greenhaya and others (2135), there is 
evidence that these differences in flowers are synapomorphies of different species within Moshe. 
Moshe serpantus is notable in having flowers remarkably reflective in the UV spectrum, with dark 
black serpentine-like marks radiating from the central axis across the entire sepal. The sepal itself 

1 m 

fig. 4. Main: mature M. serpantus 
plant beginning to develop 
globulangia. Insert: fertilized, 
maturing cross section of a female 
globulangia. 

10 

1 cm 
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is relatively large and has a “crinkled” appearance to it. This is in stark contrast to the smaller 
sepals with a smoother texture as in M. muskii and blotched patterns of pigment as in M. polkus.  

However, fertilization is conducted in a different manner. Unlike observation of the pollen 
in Tophia which are haploid, the “pollen grains” are actually diploid. And close observation by 
Greenhaya and others (2135) indicate that meiosis and generation of the haploid stage occurs 
within the female plant after the “pollen” is captured. Subsequently, after “fertilization” the 
“pollen” undergoes mitosis in order to increase the number of cells, these cells enter into the 
globulangia’s bubble, simply by rupturing though the ovary where they are suspended in a water 
solution. After a seemingly uncontrolled replication in the cavity, all of these diploid cells undergo 
meiosis and recombination simultaneously to form the gametes. Sampling of the various genetic 
material produced during this coordinated meiotic event indicates that these haploid cells allow 
for recombination to break and rearrange genetic material such that over 103 genetically distinct 
haploid cells are generated and found. Subsequently, ovaries in the host globulangia release 
gametes which can fertilize the newly formed haploid male’s cells. Interestingly enough, these 
female gametes appear to be motile, thus evaluation of which sex is the male compared to the 
female is uncertain at best. Initial assignment of the sexes was done purely on which parent plant 
was dispersing, however the motility of the female gametes suggests otherwise. The creation of 
numerous different genetic variants through delayed meiosis of the “pollen” seems to be an 
evolutionary adaptation for exploring a wide arranged of different genetic combinations with each 
of the new diploid zygotes being genetically distinct from one another. Following some maturation 
(expansion and limited replication of the new diploid cells) after which the new diploid zygotes 
become dormant, the globulangia itself undergoes major changes. Here the dermal layer of the 
encompassing “leaves” from the globule-branches allow for accumulation of waste gases to 
pressures up to 3x the surrounding atmosphere. Dispersal of the new zygotes in “spore-like” 
structures occurs by bursting the globulangia which allows for passive air currents to transport the 
propagules. 

Germination of these diploid propagules begins primarily through extensive development 
of the organisms rooting structure on a parent canopy tree leaf. Although branches of the other 
“above-ground” portion do occur, Moshe serpantus does not appear to develop leaves. For quite 
some time after initial germination. The lack of leaf structures on the initial growth stages, limited 
amarian-style photosynthesis in the stem and extensive adventitious rooting system within canopy 
trees suggests that the immature plant is almost a completely dependent ectoparasite on large plants 
such as T. robustus utilizing allelopathy to steal nutrients from the host. Leaf structures only 
develop later, followed shortly by reproductive structures, this has interpreted to mean that the 
heightened energetic requirements of reproduction drive the development of leaves in a mature 
individual, however this has yet to be formally tested. 

 
Ecology 
 

Moshe serpantus is an ectoparastic vine of T. robustus and the other canopy tree species 
that is near-obligate in nature until it reaches sufficient size after which growth is supplemented 
by using its own set of less expansive leaves. However, on all stages of its lifecycle it appears to 
depend on the support of the leafing structure of T. robustus in order to remain within well-lit areas 
of the canopy. However, unlike T. robustus, its leaves are frequently found to be mechanically 
damaged with limited healing. The plant also lacks the viscous fluids and secondary metabolites 
as seen in Tophia robustus and has remarkably faster growth rates (visual observations suggest 
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that a complete lifecycle can be completed within ~5 Earth years which is remarkably fast 
compared to other studied plants on Agual-II (Greenhaya et al. 2135). These pieces of evidence 
point towards a rather fast living opportunistic taxa that can spread relatively quickly to other 
portions of the forest through the “explosive” air dispersal generated by the globulangia. 
Additionally, the remarkable amount of genetic diversity generated during reproduction (very 
effective recombination rates) is suggestive of this taxon’s ability to quickly sample genetic space 
for optimal genotypes which may further speed up its evolution (although this has yet to be 
formally tested).  Furthermore, the relatively complex differentiation of the sepals on the 
globulangia between different species of Moshe indicates that there is a tightly-nit relationship 
with pollination species of Xenozooptera, The exact responsible species are unknown, but it is 
hypothesized that this has led to coeveolution with some clade of xenozoans, which may have 
created the relatively high diversity of species in the genus although further work is needed. 
 

Lillius beifongii 
 
Clade: Trifurcia   (Beifong et al. 2131) 
Family: Lilliaceae   (Greenhaya 2134) 
Species: Lillius beifongii (Greenhaya 2134) 
 
Gross Physiology 
 

Lillius beifongii also clearly demonstrates the distinct three-point radial symmetry that is 
diagnosed in other members of Trifuricia. Overall, the physiology is remarkably similar to that of 
T. robustus, with an innermost tricambium that generates flanking sugar conducting pseudophloem 
which is subsequently enclosed by the lateral cambium and its associated agual and dermal tissue 
layers. However, unlike in Thophiacea where the dermal layer consistent of dramatically thickened 
cells, this aquatic plant’s dermal layer does not mature to the point of such dramatic secondary 
thickening particularly in the upper stem of the body. The lower stem (likely homologous to the 
roots of Tophia and Moshe) has some secondary thickening which provides physical support to 
suspended nutrient capturing appendages. This supporting has a thickened and supportive frame 
off of which adventitious appendules (modified roots) are born.  In the appendules of the suspended 
nutrient capturing appendage, the dermal layer as well as parts of the lateral cambium are relatively 
flexible (minimal secondary thickening of cells) and modified to produce greater surface areas in 
addition to inclusion of adhesion cells as well as mechanically responsive retractor cells. Retractor 
cells have limited adhesive capabilities, but under mechanical contact undergo a coordinated 
contraction in their length bringing captured material to the main body of the appendule. 
Associated with the retractor and adhesion cells is a small cavity in the dermal layer, where 
captured particles can be digested by the plant. In-situ observations of adhesion cells suggest that 
their primary function is to physically capture pieces of detritus as well as small xenozoans, where 
subsequent manipulation of the flexible retractor cells aid in surrounding the captured particles 
and organisms and isolating them from the environment. Initial carbon and nitrogen isotopic tracer 
analysis (see Greenhaya & Hadidez-Smithsom 2131) indicated that these captured particles and 
organisms are used primarily in providing a nutrient source for L. beifongii. Which uses the agual 
tissue layer for their transport towards the upper-stem and leaves of the plant. However, given their 
aquatic habit, water is primarily absorbed through interspersed specialized cells in the dermal layer 
and the agual layer is reduced compared to species such as T. robustus. The upper stem of the plant 
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is remarkable more flexible and (like the lower stem) has isotomous trifurcating branches which 
end in the leaves of the plant. Photosynthesis is restricted to the leaves, and used proteins that are 
characteristic of the amarian photosynthetic pathway which absorb primarily red and orange light. 
 
Gross Morphology 
 

The overall morphology of Lillius 
beifongii is reminiscent of Earth’s Nymphaeaceae. 
With outstretched lengths of over 15m, this 
organism is significantly larger and can obtain 
diameters of 10cm. The stem is divided into and 
upper and lower stem which is demarked by the 
boundary from the transition from a non-
secondarily thickened dermal layer in the upper 
stem to a secondarily thickened lower stem. The 
lower stem is primarily used for suspending the 
nutrient capture appendages which are at their 
ends less rigid and are free to move. Nutrient 
capturing appendages also contain appendules 
which are modified root structures that have both 
adhesion cells primarily at the apical end while a 
modified dermal layer contains the retractor cells 
for enclosing prey. Initial capture by adhesion cells is followed by contractions of the retractor 
cells which bring the captured item into the associated cavity for digestion. The upper stem is used 
to anchor the leaf like structures which share their overall morphology with that of T. robustus 
where isotomous trichotonmous branching reaches an individual leaf that laterally extends across 
the surface of the water covering most of the area. Small balloon like structures are frequently 
found at the apex of terminal branches which are the golubulangia of the plant. Globulangia have 
small gas-filled sacs that are approximately 1cm in diameter and contain thin projection that appear 
to be utilized for wind dispersal. Experiments by Chen and others (Chen et al., 2133) indicate that 
these globular structures are actually at low enough pressures such that they are buoyant with 
respect to the dense atmosphere, providing a mechanism for long range dispersal. Unlike most 
other Trifurcians, there are multiple globulangia located on the end of each leaf, with some apex 
containing as many as 79 distinct globulangia. 

Other globulangia-like structures are also found, however instead of being neutrally 
buoyant-gaseous structures, they store pollen within them, which is maintained at high pressures 
until degradation allows for them to be released all simultaneously. 

In addition to these reproductive globulangia, sterile globuangia are located throughout the 
plant at all other junctions besides the axes leading to the leaves. They are structurally similar to 
the reproductive globulangia found in all other Trifuricans, but due to being associated with stem 
tissue as opposed to leaf tissue, they still retain their three-pronged tricambium. Furthermore, 
instead of having asymmetric branching, all three branches are identical and resemble the globule 
branches of the globulangia, where the three branches fuse and form a single “bubble-like” 
structure. Internal gas content is controlled through the remaining dermal cells which are not 
secondarily thickened and remain alive well past maturity. By creating this waterproof “flotation” 

fig. 5. Infertile Lillius beifongii. A- 
infertile globulangia used for flotation, 
B- crossover from the upper to lower 
stem, C-appendules 

2 m 
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globule, the organism can remain suspended within the water column indefinitely affording it 
access to light. 

 
Reproduction/Development 
 

With nearly all cells containing two pairs of chromatoids, these organisms appear to be 
dominated by the diploid, sporophyte phase of their lifecycle. Female globulangia have a single 
ovary-like structure that houses a single unfertilized egg-cell. Immature “flowers” have a single 
pseudosepal that encircles the entire gamete-branch as in Tophia and Moshe. However, in this 
species, the two globule-branches remain rather underdeveloped and do not expand significantly 
until fertilization has been completed. Pollen capture is done by using the pseudosepal which is 
modified to create a cone-like structure which captures incoming pollen. Fertilization occurs 
externally of the female globulangia with motile sperm generated by the pollen through the help 
of water that has also collected in the pseudosepal’s cone/dish. Following fertilization, the small 
zygote experiences limited growth and attaches to the base of the axis and matures (limited miotic 
division creating a protective layer surrounding the zygote as well as creating tissues rich in sugars 
(presumably for storage of energy required during germination). The female globulangia 
subsequently matures, and the small bubble is expanded and has its internal gas content controlled 
by the surrounding dermal cells of the modified globule branch-leaves. The pseudosepal decays 
leaving behind whispy-like structures that drastically increase the surface area of the structure. 
Subsequently upon maturity, a coordinated release of all the female globulangia occurs by 
allowing the axis connecting the globulangia to the parent plant to decay. The globulangia then 
buoyantly float through the atmosphere until degradation of the bubble-structure forces the zygote 
to reach the water to germinate and form the next plant. The male globulangia are similar to the 
female but lack an extensive surrounding pseudosepal. Instead, they bear a single projection that 
generates pollen. The pollen themselves are modified to have high surface area, and thus are 
transmitted passively using wind. 
 
Ecology 
 

Lillius beifongii remains continuously suspended in marine waters through the use of the 
air globules. However, given its large size and complex branching system individuals can cover 
over 100m2 in area at the surface. Like in T. robustus, the wide extent and careful placement of 
leaf structures prevent any significant light penetration further below and provides a complex 
habitat for aquatic xenozoans. Furthermore, they grow in large stands on continental shelves 
interspersed with members of I. rosei, Planarius beifongii, Suspensora suspensori and the 
occasional Bonacorsia spp. but are one of the faster growing larger “tree” species. Furthermore, 
this plant seems to display some diel migration in nearshore habitats since as the tide is coming it  
it tend to bring the organisms into forests dominated primarily by Suspensora suspensoria due to 
their attached nature, (which limits the depths to which they can grow) while at other points in the 
day, they tide draws out and pulls many of the individuals to further offshore habitats. The actual 
impacts of this daily migration on this species are uncertain, but this may be important in 
controlling habitat structure for the associated xenozoans and simultaneously also limiting direct 
competition with the attached S. suspensoria. 

Besides the competition for light, since the nutrient capturing appendage is actually not 
attached to a substrate, the organism as a whole is actually planktonic and some limited tracking 
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indicate that a single individual can move over 10 kilometers a day (Greenhaya & Puseyi 2135). 
Initial protein assays indicate that all of the surveyed sites across the planet have relatively little 
genetic differentiation which is consistent with wind-dispersed propagules both in “pollination” as 
well as the zygotes themselves. The lack of physical attachment prevents the organism from being 
able to extract nutrients directly from any substrate and thus, obtaining these nutrients is relegated 
to the nutrient capture appendage. This appendage is rather rigid in its main structure minimizing 
tangling of the arms and appendules. However, in order to allow for flexible movement of the 
remaining body, the upper portion of the stem is flexible and is tubular for transport of sugars from 
the surface leaves to the roots via the pseudophloem while the agual cell layer allows for transport 
of nutrients from the appendules to the upper portions of the plant. The lack of need for physical 
substrate attachment, the ability to move through the water column planktonically, and the wind-
dispersed nature of both “pollination” and zygote dispersal create a plant with no real geographic 
limitations, which may explain why Lillius does not appear to have other species within the genus, 
or any other close relatives for that matter since geographic isolation is likely not possible.  

Consumption of the leaf structures of L. beifongii appear to be a large food source for many 
animals and evidence of leaf tissues, appendules as well as released globulangia are frequently 
found in the stomach-cavities of some herbivorous xenozoans such as X. darwinus. 

 
Suspensora suspensoria 

 
Clade: Trifurcia   (Beifong et al. 2131) 
Family: Lilliaceae(?)   (Greenhaya 2134) 
Species: Suspensora suspensoria (gen. et sp. nov.) 
 
Gross Physiology 
 

Suspensora suspensoria has physiological characteristics resembling that of Lilius 
beifongii. It too has a main tricambium with flanking pseudophloem cells which are responsible 
for transporting sugars from the upper portion of the plant to the rooting structure. These dead-on-
maturity cells also are responsible for structural integrity of the plant itself. However, secondary 
thickening is not as extensive as in T. robustus and is more similar to the degree of thickening seen 
in L. beifongii, with much of the upper stem being even more flexible and containing less 
secondary thickening than the flexible “trunk” of Lillius beifongii. The lateral cambium generates 
both agual and dermal cell layers, although the lateral cambium cells in this organism are much 
more extensive penetrating in “rays” into both the dermal and agual layers of cells. Due to the 
littoral habitat of these organisms which are constantly under mechanical stress, this is interpreted 
to be an adaptation to allow for more rapid repair of damage tissues rather than increased capability 
for lateral growth. Additionally, the reduced cell walls of these lateral cambium cells appear to 
allow the tissue to cushion itself against wave action. This is further supported by a more flexible 
dermal layer than that found in L. beifongii with the ability of the entire body to be stretched to 
some extent, although cells pseudophloem are still dead-upon maturity.  
 Another thing of note is that the dermal cells responsible for photosynthesis have been 
modified to produce small vesicle like structures filled with lightweight oily carbon molecules. 
Although oil-like in composition, exposure of xenozoopeterans to these compounds induces 
aversion to these compounds, suggesting that this compound can also secondarily act as a sort of 
toxin that makes the plant poisonous to herbivores. The prevalence of the is material throughout 
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the tissues, (especially concentrated in the leaves) may explain the lack of notable herbivory 
damage on the leaves themselves. The only exception to this is the action of Inconspicuousi rosei 
which almost exclusively parasitizes this plant.  
 Another point of note is that initial cross sections of the vasculature in stems of these plants 
also indicate that devotion of certain tissues to the agual, dermal and pseudophloem components 
are remarkably plastic with some portions containing large portions of what seems to be “shifted” 
pseudophloem and agual cells, which have been replaced by dermal cells. The presence of these 
“rearranged” areas in association with I. rosei induced scarring, suggests that the plant itself has 
limited capabilities to mitigate the damage induced by the ectoparasite by manipulating the exact 
positioning of the tissue layers. Whether this is an active process in which cell division becomes 
more tightly controlled, or a passive process in which certain cells are “cut off” in order to reduce 
future attack and extraction by I. rosei’s appendules remains uncertain though, however 
introduction of the chemical metabolites released by I. rosei directly onto tissue induces the change 
directly, indicating that this is not caused by the damage directly per se. 

 
Gross Morphology 
 

The gross morphology is remarkably similar to that of L. beifongii with a distinct upper 
and lower stem as well as trichotomous branching systems in the upper stem that lead to large 
extending leaf system suspended at the surface of the water (see fig. 6). The total stem (both upper 
and lower) can reach ranges of up to 20m long and up to 15cm in diameter which serves as a 
constraint to which the depth of the organism can live at since the lower stem several of the nutrient 
capturing appendages have been modified to reduce their prevalence of retractor cells and serve as 
anchors into sediment. However, some portions of the nutrient capturing appendages remain above 
the sediment water interface and still are retained for capturing of nutrients. 
 Another key difference is in the primary mechanism for supporting weight in water. Unlike 
in Lilius beifongii which uses modified globule-structures for supporting its weight, the 
composition of the leaves themselves are what is modified in S. suspensoria. The high 

0.1 mm 

2 m 

fig. 6. Infertile (?) subadult (?) S. suspensoria attached to the ocean floor. 
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concentration of the oil-like material in the dermal cells of the leaves allows for the leaf to be 
buoyant in water.  
 
Reproduction/Development 
  
 No definitive reproductive tissue nor younger individuals have been found to date, although 
reproduction is likely to be in association with the globulangia as is in other members of Trifurcia. 
 
Ecology 
 

Suspensora suspensoria is constrained to littoral habitat within continental shelves and is 
supported through modified leaves (albeit different mechanisms). However, unlike L. beifongii it 
remains completely stationary due to a holdfast like structure that binds it to the sediment. 
Increased relative size of the lateral cambium and increased flexibility of the dermal layer also aid 
in reducing and repairing damage due to the mild tide found on the planet. This plant is found in 
wide shelf areas and like most of the other plant species found on the planet it extends its canopy 
cover to a dramatic extent shading out other plants growing nearby. These organisms form 
extensive marine forests providing complex 3D habitats for animals along with members of L. 
beifongii and Planarius beifongii in a particular ring offshore governed by the distance at which 
the depth remains within ~8 to ~12m depth at all times.  The tidal action of the planet provides one 
of the few phenological phenomena found on the planet, the daily tidal cycles essentially changes 
the composition of forests of the continental shelf on a daily basis, as high tide approaches, water 
from further offshore moves towards the coast bringing in the planktonic and suspended L. 
beifongii which come to dominate the forest itself (some Planarius beifongii are also present). 
However, as the tide recedes, water drawn offshore actually brings out the majority of the L. 
beifongii individuals, leaving a forest dominated by S. suspensoria. The relationship between S. 
suspensoria and L. beifongii also extend in how they partition the access to nutrients. 
Suspended/dissolved nutrients are controlled almost exclusively by L. beifongii, given the 
suspended nutrient capturing organ, while nutrients deposited in the sediment are controlled 
exclusively by S. suspensoria. 

 
Inconspicuousi rosei 

 
Clade: Trifurcia   (Beifong et al. 2131) 
Family: Not assigned 
Species: Inconspicuousi rosei (gen. et sp. nov) 
 
Gross Physiology 
 

Inconspicuousi rosei has a vascular anatomy similar to that of other Trifurcians in that it is 
the Y-shaped tricambium in addition to pseudophloem tissue (for transportation of sugars from the 
leaves as well as hydrostatic physical support), an agual tissue layer (for transport of nutrients from 
the roots), a dermal layer (minimal structural support, photosynthesis as well as serving as the 
outer protective layer) as well as the lateral cambium (production of the agual and dermal layers). 
Like in Lillius beifongii and Suspensora suspensori, the dermal layer is not as secondarily 
thickened, and with a maximum diameter of 0.75 cm, the stems of this plant are also remarkably 
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flexible. This is to the point that the distinction between the upper and lower stems is only faintly 
present (the most obvious structure is the presence of micro-hairs, which are not located on the 
lower stem) since most of the diagnostic thickening of the lower stem is lost. However, in the 
reduced lower stem in modified root appendules, dermal cells that seem to be homologous to the 
capture cells in Lilius beifgonii, have been heavily modified (or simply could be a less derived 
version of the cell?) to release potent acids upon initial settling on a host plant. Subsequently an 
extensive lateral cambium has numerous isotomous trifurcations in order to create a holdfast that 
allows integration within a host plants vasculature. Regions directly in contact with the host reduce 
and sometimes altogether lose the dermal layer for direct connection of the agual layers with the 
vascular tissue of their host. Interestingly enough, there are no signs of either true leaf tissue or 
any other photosynthetic machinery, strengthening the conclusion that this organism is an obligate 
ectoparasite. 
 

Gross morphology 
 

The morphology of I. rosei is 
relatively simple and displays a 
simple isotomous trifurcating 
branching patterns with up to 3 
orders of branching of the upper 
stem in the largest individuals (up to 
10 cm long, see fig. 7). The upper 
stem is also covered in small hair-
like projections emanating from a 
modified dermal cell layer (micro-
hairs) and are made of dead dermal 
cells. These hairs appear to show 
limited anti-herbivory capabilities 
(the smallest xenozoans are unable 
to chew through these structures), 
however their real purpose seems to 
be involved in maintaining 
buoyancy. The micro-hairs 
themselves are covered in 
hydrophobic lipids, and coupled 
with surface tension, these structures 
create a small gaseous boundary 
around the plant which aids in 

buoyancy.  The nutrient capturing appendage system has been extremely modified, with 
appendules being used to directly interface with the vasculature of the host plant for parasitism. 
The plant lacks leaves but does have globulangia. The globulangia themselves are rather large 
compared to the plant itself (up to 3cm in diameter) but are rather modified. Although the globule 
branches do still form a small bubble, this portion is reduced, and the third gamete branches’ sepal 
has been heavily modified into a secondary “bubble like structure that encompasses the upper 
portion of the globulangia.  
 

1 cm 

fig. 7. Left: a mature I. rosei individual, note that in life 
maturation of the globulangia would be simultaneous, 
however one of the main branches was drawn with an 
immature globulangia to show development. Right: 
simple cross section of a mature globulangia when in its 
female stage. 
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Reproduction/Development 
 

Analysis of genetic material indicates that the large dominant phase is a diploid organism 
(a sporophyte). Plants have bisexual globulangia with each individual structure able to express 
both female and male reproductive structures. However, the sex expression is offset temporally. 
Initially formed globulangia have both female and male sporophylls, but the male sporophyll is 
initially active producing and maturing a multitude of microspores. These microspores are then 
transported into the water column as they mature. Following maturation and release of all the 
microspores, the globulagnia subsequently begins to mature the female sporophylls. These 
structures are initially composed of diploid cells which subsequently undergo a single mitotic 
division after which one of the daughter cells undergoes meiosis, this occurs continuously until 
most of the chamber is filled with female gametes. Subsequently, male spores passively drifting 
towards the junction crevice are captured, where they are allowed to undergo limited mitotic 
division (a small gametophyte phase briefly exists) before generating sperm through meiosis. 
These sperm then fertilize the eggs stored within the cavity. The subsequent zygotes undergo 
limited (4 divisions?) mitosis before being released as propagules into the water column in order 
to find a new host on which to colonize. Upon contact with a new plant, the zygote first develops 
its extensive rooting structure in order to begin extracting nutrients and sugars from the host plant 
and beginning its new life on the host plant.  
 
Ecology 
 

I. rosei is an ectoparasite frequently found within the continental shelf forests of 
Suspensora suspensori and Lillius beifongii and parasitizes exclusively on S. suspensori. However, 
unlike Moshe which attaches itself onto leaves of plants I. rosei attaches itself directly within the 
vasculature of the plant primarily accessing agual layers in order to extract nutrients retrieved by 
the hosts nutrient capturing appendages. I. rosei is has a relatively fast growth rate compared to 
most other species and seems to colonize newly established Suspensora suspensori individuals 
relatively soon after they begin to develop leaves.  Due to relatively little tissue investment into 
any extremely thickened dermal layer, this plant does seem to be rather susceptible to herbivory 
damage, however its relatively quick lifecycle and presence of micro-hairs seem to mitigate the 
experienced herbivory. 

The main relationship this plant has is with Suspensora suspensori, and thus an 
evolutionary arms race is suspected. The secondary oil-like found in S. suspensori may be a 
byproduct of this interaction, but cells of I. rosei do not seem to be susceptible to the poisonous 
effects that this compound seems to have on other plants. But the presence of the controlled flow 
and usage of different parts of the tricambium that seem to be the unique innovation in Suspensora 
suspensori’s defense against I. rosei. Given that S. suspensori can control the relative uses of 
different portions of the pseudophloem and agual layers reducing nutrients and sugars available 
for extraction by I. rosei, the aggressive nature of the appendules in being able to encrust entire 
sections of the upper stem upon maturation appear to be a key component in allowing I. rosei to 
circumvent this problem. Regardless of the exact defensive tools and weapons induced by both of 
these taxa, the lack of leaf structures means that I. rosei is almost certainly obligate in its 
relationship with S. suspensori. However, instead of searching for light, this ectoparasitic 
relationship is more “complete” and only interacts directly with the vasculature for its nutrients. 
Furthermore, the lack of light also appears to severely hamper observed growth rates compared to 
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ectoparasitic organisms that supplement host derived nutrition with their own photosynthetic 
products. 
 

Planarius beifongii 
 

Clade: Planaricia      (nov.) 
Family: Panariaceae (?)    (Beifong et al. 2131) 
Species: Planarius(?) beifongii (Beifong et al. 2131) 
 
Prelimininary Taxonomic Comments 
 
 The initial description of Planarius beifongii was incomplete due to the holotype specimen 
of this species actually being simply a fragment of the entire individual. Although morphological, 
reproductive and ecological differences seem to be drastic enough to warrant the identification of 
a new genus and possibly a new family within the Palanaricia, due to our lack of understanding of 
the exact evolutionary relationships, new names and taxonomic relationships are not suggested 
until more complete molecular phylogenetics have been conducted. 
 
Gross Physiology 
 

The physiology of Planarius (and members of Planaricia as a whole is vastly different 
compared to that of Trifurcia. Although both plants have vascular like structures, they are 
constructed entirely differently which reaffirms vastly different phylogenetic placements. Instead 
of a vascular tricambium present. The organism is actually bilaterally symmetrical internally. The 
vascular steele is divided into two components, one of these is oriented such that it is “below” and 
has secondarily thickened cells. This set of tissue is referred to as the endovasc cells (short for 
endo-vascular) and only allows flow of fluids contained within them to occur towards the central 
portion of the web (away from the axial tips). These cells remain alive upon maturity, but do seem 
to have relatively reduced metabolic activity compared to the most of the other cells in the body. 
The other portion of the vasculature that is “on-top” is the exovasc cells (short for exo-vasscular) 
which are identical in structure and composition to that of the endovasc cells but simply allow 
fluids to move towards the apical tips of the plant. Osmotic gradients for transporting fluids are 
maintained in the plant largely in an ion gradient that may be tied with the release of waste products 
as discussed in Lesliei et al. (2136). Ions are allowed to passively diffuse, but by actively 
controlling the release of carbon dioxide and other waste products in order to influence 
concentrations, the organism seems to be able to control directionality of flow, although this is one 
of the most poorly understood aspects of Planariacia. Between these two layers is a few layers of 
cells that serve as the cambium (binary cambium in fig. 8) and divide in order to generate the 
endovasc and exovasc layers of the steele.  

Encasing the entire bundle of endovasc, exovasc and binary cambium is another layer of 
cambium cells referred to as the cylindrical cambium, note that in writings by Beifong and Burdoa 
(2131a, 2131b) refer to this cylindrical cambium as being a lateral cambium, although given the 
newly proposed evolutionary relationships, this would not be the case. This cylindrical cambium 
is unifacial and only generates cells to the outside of the stem which forms the pseudodermal layer 
(named after its initial confusion with the Trifurcian dermal layer). The pseudoermal layer is often 
modified for various purposes in different parts of the plant such as structural hydrostatic support 
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and photosynthesis. Photosynthesis is unlike the Amarian style found in Trifurcians, but rather 
instead utilizes different enzymes (enzyme isolate-27 is heavily associated but this has not been 
rigorously tested) and seems to be more responsive to infrared light (specifically around ~0.8µm 
and ~0.95 µm) rather than the visible wavelengths of 0.7 to 0.5 µm as in amarian style 
phtotosynthesis. 

Generally speaking, almost all of the pseudodermal cells can be separated without ill effect 
from their parent body as long as ample nutrients and dissolved gases are provided suggesting a 
marked lack of specialization of tissues or cell types. The only real specialization they seem to 
have is in an unusual polymer construction of their cell walls which is remarkably resistant to 
chemical assays of its composition although bulk combustion of this material indicates that there 
are significant amounts of silica implemented within it. 

Interestingly enough, both cambium tissues can grow and remain undifferentiated. This is 
most clearly expressed in the formation of “growth centers” which when present allow for the 
growth of individual continuously in different directions. Externally these growth centers 
eventually become the junction nodules, and thus their hollowed anatomy permitting stems to 
remain afloat even when distantly separated from the rest of the plant. This allows for continuous 
“exploratory growth” as the organism comes to search for unshaded areas of the canopy in order 
to begin bifurcating and expanding the pseudodermal layer for photosynthesis. 

 
Gross Morphology 
 

The bodies of Planarians overall tend to be rather simple structures (which is unexpected 
given their rather high silica content in their outer pseudodermal polymers), growing 
indeterminately covering roughly circular areas with a radius of up to ~25 cm. Branching in leaves 

and the rest of the body is 
done isotomously in a 
bifurcating fashion (unlike 
the trifurcatinons of 
Trifurcia, see fig. 8). 
Expansion of the 
pseudodermal layer into 
long sheets that merge 
different vascular 
stems/veins serves as the 
primary leaf/photosynthetic 
tissue of these organisms 
which is coated in a polymer 
sheet that seems to provide a 
barrier between most of the 
plant and the outside world 
at least mechanically. All 
interfaces with the outside 
world (besides light intake 
for photosynthesis) seem to 
occur exclusively through 
the nodules located at the 

1 cm 

fig. 8.  Fragment of the vegetative, diploid portion of P. beifongii. 
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bifurcations. The upper/dorsal side of the nodule is used to interface with the atmosphere utilizing 
specialize cells in the pseudodermal layer. The nodule itself is hollow and the lack of these gas 
transferring cells suggest that this is merely used to store gases in order to allow the organism to 
remain afloat. The bottom half of the junction nodule is coated in small hair-like projections that 
were initially interpreted to be some sort of modified appendule, since they too also appear to be 
involved in nutrient uptake, but the lack of either true retractor or true adhesion cells suggests that 
these are simply an independent evolution of structures to increase surface area for some sort of 
nutrient capture from the water column. These structures are remarkably attractive to xenozoans 
and are frequently found with some sort of mechanical damage, and or smaller xenozoans trapped 
within the root-like pseudo-appendules.  

Additionally, it is of note that growth of the main stems can occur continuously in a given 
direction seemingly indefinitely. The silica-infused polymer works to stabilize the structure as it 
grows.  
 
Reproduction/Development 
 

The reproductive cycle of Planarius beifgonii 
is rather simple. The large flattened leaf like structures 
have been determined to be haploid and part of the 
sporophyte phase of the plant, which controls all of the 
primary production utilized by the plant. However, all 
of the reproduction is controlled by a single structure 
located at the base of the stem that is haploid. This 
structure has a central core off of which multiple 
ellipsoid structures (referred to as oliva(s), see fig. 9) 
are projected. These structures are ~1cm long and 
coated in a modified pseudodermal layer that has 
entombed itself in a very tough polymers making it 
difficult to physically damage it, but remain rather 
hollow inside, and with the use of internal oil vesicles 
(which also provide nutrition to the developing plant) 
they remain buoyant. At the apex of each ellipsoid is 
a small opening that can be opened and closed in a 
controlled fashion, giving these structures an olive-
like appearance. This opening (the gametean fossa) 
serves as an opening of reproductive structures, and 
when opened gametes can be exchanged.  An 
individual begins the lifecycle as a single haploid oliva 
maintaining a closed gametean fossa. Individual oliva seem to rely exclusively on stored energy 
within the structures and which are slightly buoyant, and simply float around with minimal energy 
expenditure in a dormant state. Olivas can be in one of two magnetic field orientations. Once two 
distinct oliva of different magnetic field orientations come into close proximity, the two structures 
physically join at the gametean fossa to one another, open their gametean fossa and begin the 
exchange gametes. Gametes are both motile, and no clear distinction of individual magnetic 
orientation seemi to be present. Some of the gametes interact directly with the other oliva, while 
one set binds to gametes produced by the other oliva. Following the fusion of gametes, the new 

0.1 mm 

Both scale bars are 1cm long. 

fig. 9. Left: a germinating P. beifongii 
after fusion of two olivas. Right: the base 
of a mature P. beifongii with multiple 
olivas ready for dispersal. 
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zygote begins to develop and germinate into the diploid leafy body seen in fig. 8. This diploid 
body seems to be present purely for primary production of sugars which are transported to both 
parent olivas. After the diploid sporophyte is of sufficient size, both of the attached gametophyte 
olivas reduce their magnetic fields (the chemical mechanism for this is unknown but may be 
associated with changing the concentration of charged ions?) and begin to actively degrading the 
non-fossa end of their structures which subsequently undergo mitotic division. This mitiotic 
division is used to expand the pre-existing gametophyte bodies into a single base which is used as 
a base to form multiple new olivas. These new olivas can then be detached from the main body 
after maturation simply through controlled deterioration of the connection with the parent olivas. 
The new olivas subsequently generate a new magnetic field that is seeming chosen at random and 
begin a new life cycle. 

In general, although this particular life cycle is very unusual, the lack of clear sexes (besides 
randomly chosen orientations of the magnetic field of planktonic olivas), indicate that this may be 
this clade’s experimentation with sex. Neither polarity seems to have any specialized role in the 
production of the main diploid body, and gamete transfer within the gap created by the two joining 
gamete fossa is haphazard and chaotic which also provides evidence that this clade has yet to 
specialize and fully canalize its reproductive biology. 

 
Ecology 

 
Much like Lillius beifongii, this particular species is a planktonic free-floating organism 

without any attachment to the substrate. Similarly, these organisms can move with the tides and 
area able to passively flow across large distances and are able to be distributed widely across entire 
oceans. In coastal forests of the attached Suspensora suspensoria, P. beifongii tend to be only 
minimally present, and generally are at lower abundances compared to the Trifurcian plants, filling 
in gaps usually occupied by the much larger Lillius and Suspensora bodies essentially acting as 
space fillers for the other species around them. This may be due to their extremely slow growth 
rates which may be in part due to the unspecialized organization of much of their tissues or due to 
their unusual structure of their polymer coating which may be costly to produce which would 
prevent them from quickly colonizing areas that have opened up due to the death of its previous 
occupant. 

This particular taxon does not have any notable signs of predation upon most of its tissues 
as adults with the exception of the junction nodules which frequently are mechanically damaged 
possibly due to their role in nitrogen fixation, thus these nodules may serve as important nitrogen 
sources for xenozoans. 

 
Planarius simplex 

 
Clade: Palanaricia 
Family: Planariaceae (?)  (Beifong et al. 2131) 
Species: Planarius(?) simplex  (Beifong et al. 2131) 
 
Taxonomic Comments 
 

Due to the initial specimens of P. beifgonii being simply leaves that had been separated 
from the rest of the body, the initial description of P. simplex and P. beifongii placed them within 
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the same genus (Beifong et al. 2131). However, a new taxonomic name is required given the new 
description of complete specimens of P. beifongii in this text.  
 
Gross Physiology 
 

The bodies of Planarius simplex are rather simple physiologically, in fact although they do 
have rudimentary differentiation of cell layer that could be interpreted as the binary cambium, 
endovasc, exovasc and pseudodermal layers as seen in P. beifongii, in fact their seems to be little 
differentiation of tissues at all. Their is a rudimentary binary cambium which does produce endo- 
and exovasc layers (albeit with reduced flow capabilitiies and seem to depend more on passive 
diffusion gradients rather than active concentrating mechanisms as in P. beifongii athough this is 
poorly understood. 

Like in P. beifongii, whatever structural support necessary seems to be provided by the 
complex silica infused polymer found within the general pseudodermal tissue. However, the 
concentration of these polymers is reduced given that flotation is not a major constraint on this 
organism. 

 
Gross Morphology 
 

This is the simplest and one of the 
smallest multicellular photosynthetic 
organisms found to date on Agual-II, existing 
usually as a somewhat circular like disk with 
a maximum radius of 3.5cm. The disk itself 
largely resembles that of a fried egg, with a 
single main nodule in the middle surrounded 
by a ring of largely modified pseudodermal 
tissue which composes the bulk of the surface 
area of the individual in question. Although 
the endovasc and exovasc cells are not as 
specialized as in P. beifongii, their is limited 
transport tissues found in a few “stems” with 

associated junctions that largely resemble the leaves of P. beifongii. One key difference is in the 
translucent nature of these leaf structures which due to their small and thin structure do allow 
minimal amounts of light to pass through them. This may explain why there is reduced investment 
in defenses of the host plants in combating the parasitic nature of this particular plant. 

The junction nodule is relatively large for the individual, but preliminary studies with 
marked isotopes (Hadidez-Smithsom 2132) indicate that it has an unusual nitrogen chemistry even 
when compared to P. beigongii which is known for its nitrogen fixing capabilities. 
 
Reproduction/Development 
 
 Reproduction is unknown for this particular taxon, however lack of reproductive oliva as 
in P. beifongii suggests that it may be completely asexual which would be in accordance with the 
Planaricia only just beginning to implement sexual reproduction. In fact, the only possible 

2 cm 

fig. 10. Two specimens of P. simplex. 
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reproductive structures of any kind are the presence of small nodules occasionally located at the 
top-most portion of the primary nodule of the plant. 
 
Ecology 
 

Like much of the flora on this planet, Planarius simplex is also interpreted to be a parasitic 
organism which integrates some of the modified root-like structures in order to remain attached to 
the large leaf-like structures of Lillius beifongii. By attaching directly to the stem, this organism 
does seem to extract some compounds from the host, however, this seems limited to chemical 
damage of the dermal layer of the organism and thus this damage is mostly superficial and likely 
not of major concern to the Lillius host. What seems more important to these organisms is the 
physical structure that these plants provide in access to light, and thus the real cost to the host 
maybe it depriving it access to light. Given the plant’s small stature, flotation in water alone would 
likely lead it to being physically crushed through either (even mild) wave action or being 
overtopped by other larger plants such as Lillius or Suspensora. Therefore, this plant functions as 
an epiphyte utilizing the physical structure of floating leaves at the surface of the water (most 
notably Lillius, although some were also found on the few individuals of P. beifongii). What is 
curious about the relationship with the host plants is that although there is obvious overtopping 
and covering of the leaves of P. simplex over the host, their does not seem to be much in regard to 
defenses against colonization of these parasites. Although one may argue that the small nature of 
these organisms, the somewhat translucent nature of the leaves which would minimize 
overshadowing, as well as minimal integration of pseudoappendules into the hosts tissue may be 
of little concern to the host plants, this does not seem satisfactory given the intense competition 
for light that does occur on this planet. 

One not yet discussed possibility is that these plants are not parasites at all but rather 
mutualists with the host Lillius beifongii on which they inhabit. Given the sheer size of the junction 
nodules which (if similar to those found on L. beifongii) would be “overcompensating” in terms 
of the amount of nitrogen fixation that can be conducted compared to what would be expected. In 
fact, back of the envelope calculations indicate that over 3x as much nitrogen is being produced as 
that can be utilized given expected consumption rates scaled to those found in P. beifongii 
(Milyokhina et al. 2134). The storage of this nitrogen is currently unknown, however it could be 
involved in exchanging this nitrogen for sugar’s or other nutrients with the host plants somewhat 
akin to Earth’s legumes. 

 
Phylogenetic Relationships 

 
This report does attempt a simple character based phylogenetic characters. Although not 

initially recognized by Beifong and others (2131), the presence of the Amarian-style versus 
enzyme isolate 27 along with the distinct vasculature types (assuming the reinterpretation provided 
in the full report), and the presence of globulangia compared to junction nodules strongly support 
that these are two largely independent evolutions of large plant bodies. The other evolutionary 
relationships are much less certain, with Tophia’s position as outgroup to the remaining Trifurica 
possibly an artifact due to the number of derived characters it possesses as a self-supporting fully 
terrestrial plant. The joining of Lillius and Moshe seem to be driven by the gaseous nature of their 
reproductive biology, however given that Lillius, I. rosei and Suspensora all have appendules, this 
placement might simply be an artifact of the relative amounts of characters chosen, and may form 
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a clade on their own with the reprodructive morphology simply being an example of convergent 
evolution. Regardless, molecular work is needed to better analyze their evolutionary relationships. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Conclusions 
 
 Although much work needs to be done, the third treatise of this planet’s flora is an 
excellent step in the right direction in order to fully understand the true nature and scope of 
biology. The limitation of light and relatively low energy lifestyles of the organisms on Agual-II 
have fundamentally shapped their evolutionary histories, however their still may be lessons for 
understanding the biology of Earth’s plants given the fundamental similarities that they share. 
Both in terms of their ecology and evolutionary pasts. To see the full report please inquire with 
the USEE. 

Planarius beifongii 

Xenozoa (native “animals”) 

Fig. 11. Preliminary, morphological parsimony phylogeny with 46 different morphological 
characters. Due to the extreme derivation of globulangia in S. suspensoria and the lack of 
features in photosynthetic tissue characters for I. rosei, these taxa were collapsed in a polytomy 
with the clade including M. serpantus and L. beifongii.  
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